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There's also Dakota Johnson's wardrobe malfunction and backhair art ahead. This is probably the hairspray used by Donald Trump. [Glamour] Leslie Mann broke Dakota Johnson's dress at the People's Choice Awards last night. [Entertainment Weekly] A very hairy man has made his back hair a work of art. [BuzzFeed] plastic surgery coaches exist, and it's
a booming business. [Vice] This new makeup app allows you to try different looks on the couch. Can you reject the [mashable] tequila cocktail? There is good news. [Good housekeeping] SoulCycle fans, favorite spin studios will partner with major retailers. [well, Good] did you know that you can make your own chemical-free shaving cream? [Facebook] Emily
Weiss of Gloss reveals her greatest beauty thinking. See all the disturbing hairstyles in Making a Murderer [with Gloss]. [Cut] Watch for more on beauty products, watch: Donald Trump and Melania (courtesy of Boss Tweed via Flickr) I've found these days that people don't do very well in handling criticism, even when they ask for it. Our natural tendency
when it is to be advised or criticized is to be defensive and angry. We try to convince someone that they are wrong (or at least from our point of view) is ironically the exact opposite of the intended effect. Do you know what is the most effective way to disarm criticism?  I agree with that. You can imagine some common situations in which this may come... After
you give a presentation at work, someone asks you a hostile question that challenges you in front of everyone. You sell your car and potential buyers comment that the colors or conditions are not really to their taste. Friends/ mentors/family members want to provide honest feedback that they feel is completely unjust. Most people will react in a similar way to
all of this: defensive and reactive positions.  You can immediately see it in their eyes: it is an emotional reaction and they are angry. I actually intentionally created a chart.  The whole message and others I showed it included additional data because I didn't think it was corrupt in the presentation at all. Really, don't you like color?  It's strange because I can
always get compliments on it.  It is hard to really find this color and is a rare product. What does it mean that I'm not focused?  I work really hard.  Just because I'm doing these two things doesn't mean I can't make all my efforts! In each of these cases, have you convinced anyone of your point of view?  For the most part, the answer is no.  In fact, you have
strengthened their original beliefs in their own minds.  It would be like if you could spell an internal dialog that happens to their heads Elegant!  I think I've hit a nerve with that one.  Someone can not advise ... Not only does the chart suck but he/she is in denial about it, which is great! Good... You love color idiots.  You won't buy it, I'm losing interest a second
time, because you start to get me to be a sexist. Giz... I don't think I'll raise it again.  It's a shame because we've all known this about John for years... It's obvious to all of us but we don't seem to be able to get through it to him.  Maybe if a few of us mention it more. There's an important rule behind all of this: The more defense you have, the more likely you
are that the person who criticizes you is actually right! Oh really... Think about it for a moment.  What if someone came up to you and said your name is Bubba Gump.  Will this upset you?  Since your name is obviously not Bubba Gump, this is a ridiculous accusation, and this is unlikely to get an emotional response from you. But what if someone comes up to
you and says you smell bad?  Well, it's still pretty ridiculous but you know what, we all smell bad sometimes, hey... There may be some truth in that.  You can start defending a little: What?  I don't smell bad, what are you talking about? Now, if you look at sentences further along the spectrum: you're actually the most selfish person I know.  All your friends talk
about you from behind and tell you how selfish you are.  If you fall dead tomorrow, no one will care.  Now you're likely to get an emotional response!  For what?  Because there is truth in that.  We're all a little selfish at times, and we probably think more about ourselves than we should think about ourselves.  And, even though it's unpleasant to think about,
many people wouldn't care if we did drop dead tomorrow!  Damn, they come to me right and that's it!  (Emotional reactions.) Since I learned this, it has played into the facts in my own life.  Every time someone really made a comment that got to me, I would know (usually much later) that they were actually mostly right.  Think back to an example from your own
life when the comments really got to you personally.  Was it true after all? How to provide some insight into criticism and spread criticism on when to take it seriously.  Now you can focus on how to spread unwanted criticism. At first I said the secret to spreading criticism is to agree with it.  But Brian, what if the criticism was really wrong?  I just can't agree! In
fact, but you can do what I implicitly call consent or indirect agreement.  You can do this by saying the same thing that may be a good point, thanks for thator you know that you are right Some truth about it, I would have to consider it. Did you really agree on anything?  No.  But you've taken the wind out of their sails. Imagine the moment someone gives a
speech in front of a huge audience.  The speaker is finished and Q&amp;amp;A; A begins where the audience can ask questions.  The first question comes from a very hostile listener who clearly disagrees with everything that is said.  He or she begins his rant (disguised as a question), is very eager to take the stage for a moment, and begins to insult and
criticize all the notions raised by the speaker.  The rest of the audience is quietly thinking wow this is really uncomfortable, and this guy is really romantic.  Finally, the speaker has a chance to respond. There are two ways he can respond, and I want to think about what each response conveys to the audience.  Subtext, if you do. The first answer he can give
is to fight back against the questioner with as much power as he used against him.  He's angry or obviously, you can use words like say what's ridiculous, if you're trying to say you don't understand the very basic premise of this concept.  The audience saw his emotional response and thought it was really done to him and he lost his composure.  In the back of
their minds they'll also be thinking if he's upset by it knowing, maybe the man is at least partially right, now I don't know. The second response he can give is to spread criticism with tacit agreement.  You know [a little laugh], that's a good point to appreciate it.  I will take what is under consideration.  Ok... Here's the next question...  In other words: treat your
name as the guy just said Bubba Gump!  Not worth answering.  It's like a kid said, I'm going to do this.  The perception of the audience is now the complete opposite: wow, he looked like a total idiot who was really embarrassed about someone who just asked a ridiculous question. When you're emotionally angry, it empowers the criticizers. See this master at
work: Donald Trump whether you love him or hate him, the next time you see Donald Trump on any news show, you'll see a master of criticism spreading at work.  One of the other guests usually calls him all kinds of bad things and accuses him of publicity stunts, business failures and smiling.  What about Trump's response?  He usually implicitly agrees and
changes the subject, a whole time as cool as a cucumber.  You don't see him angry. Someone may say That Mr. Trump is probably one of the most dishonest people I've seen in recent memory, he routinely exaggerates his business deals, and I know a number of people who won't handle him personally The host will then return it to Trump and ask for his
answer.  That's right Larry, I mean this is an exciting time for the New York real estate market, and it's great to see so many new people involved, it will be a small fortune made over the next few years by smart investors. Wait for the accuser, what just happened?  I called him a liar and he's talking about real estate that sounds so happy.  He made me look
like a dim little child.  Now I'm angry!  Meanwhile, the audience is all forgotten and focused on something else. When you make a criticism... Implicitly agree and don't get angry (this is how you lose your power) remember that the more angry you get, the more likely you are not to claim that they are right, you will not finally convince people of anything, accept
and actively seek) criticism of friends and mentors with an open mind.  You can find things about yourself that others have known for years but were too afraid to tell you. Thousands of people are dying every week, the economy is stagnating, and the president is in total losses. May 12, 2020 AtlanticBronden Smialowski / AFP / GettyIt staff writer is only 111
days after the first reported incident of coronavirus in the United States. It was only 57 days after President Trump released his social guidelines, and 12 days after they expired. But the Trump administration still has no plans to deal with the global epidemic or its fallout. The president has questioned the need for vaccines or expanded testing. He has no
obvious plans for contact tracking. He has no therapeutic ideas beyond the drug's remdesigir, since Trump's marketing campaign for hydroxyclo quinn ended in disaster. And facing the worst economy since the Great Depression, the White House is not making plans beyond curiosity that consumer demand will return as soon as businesses resume. Echoing
his breeze language early in the epidemic, Trump has returned in recent days to the faint belief that the disease will simply disappear from his accord, without a response from major governments. I feel for vaccines like the one I feel about the test: This will disappear without a vaccine, Trump said Friday. It's going to be gone, we won't see it again, hopefully,
after a period of time. But eventually it's going to go away. The question is wying wy the need for a vaccine. At some point it's probably going to disappear by itself. If we had a vaccine it would be very helpful. As for the cratering economy, which on Friday recorded the worst number of jobs ever, Trump shrugged. We are not in a hurry, we are not in a hurry.
he said. president's It is chaotic in the face of the president's biggest crisis and, in the mean time, the greatest political threat. Of course, Trump has faced mortal political threats before; Just five months ago, he became the third impeached president in U.S. history. He showed incredible ability to survive harmful situations. And his plans have often been
derided by skeptics as unwise, unrealistic or simple. But this situation is different: Trump, grappling with a multi-fronted crisis, doesn't seem to have any plans at all. Let's start with an effort on the bottle itself. Trump's 45 days of social displeasure are designed to stop hospitals from being swept away by patients and give the government time to devise more
effective measures. But when that period ended at the end of April, Trump simply decided not to extend them in favor of vague demands for an economic resumption, causing his recommendations to disappear. Those six weeks didn't actually buy the country much time, because the White House wasted them. With New York City out of numbers, the
nationwide curve is not flat at all. The U.S. continues to test and defend itself in personal protective gear. President Trump held a White House event yesterday to tout test growth in the United States, but the president's rhetoric was misleading. The United States does not lead the world in testing per capita, as he claimed. He also compared U.S. interest rates
favorably with South Korea, which allowed South Korea to control the outbreak more quickly through faster testing, reducing the need for testing. As my colleague Robinson Meyer reports, based on figures from the COVID tracking project being kept in the Atlantic Ocean, the U.S. has increased testing but still needs to expand dramatically to meet expert
recommendations. Meyer says the U.S. can see at an almost alarming level that there is no national plan to achieve this goal. At the federal level, there is no effort to raise funds, coordinate, or muster anything like real resources that experts on the political spectrum say need to safely reopen the country. One possible problem is that President Trump may
have to admit that his announcement of the completion of his various early missions went horribly wrong. Instead, he repeated them. We met that moment. And we said yesterday that we had prevailed. Declaring victory, Trump began urging the country to resume. He should note that social divisions have flattened the U.S. economy, but once again there are
no plans for how the resumption should take place. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) had a plan, but as first reported by The Associated Press, the White House announced the guidelines to the CDC. He lied to see the light of day, and then lied about the process by which they died. In any case, the White House's push for a resumption
is based on serious misconceptions about the causes of economic damage. In Trump's imagination, which seems rowdy and often fired mostly by heavily armed - but not very representative - protesters gathered on state capitol hill, the problem is that the governor and mayor have authoritarianly entrusted brave American warriors to their homes, in fact when
the public wants to go about the business of haircuts and meals, in fact the public is not a deadly pande out and gym sessions. This is simply wrong. Commerce will stop because many Americans have decided they don't want to risk infecting themselves or their families, regardless of whether they have a formal government policy that instructs them to stay
home or mandates them. As Jordan Weissmann (drawing openTable data) points out, restaurants in states with increased home orders saw a slight increase in attendance, but nowhere near enough to save them, but they floated much less in the economy. Nate Silver notes that the open state doesn't report much more movement than it didn't. In short,
Trump has placed most of his energy behind vain hopes without plans to achieve a resumption, even if plausible. That distracted his administration from other efforts to boost the economy, which has the potential to be a very long slogan. The first three stages of stimulation, despite some complaints, are positive measures, but they are also clearly insufficient;
Friday's landmark bad jobs report came despite the billions of dollars Washington has already spent. The government will have to spend much more to boost the economy. This should not be a problem, at least as a matter of politics. Democrats are already calling for more spending, and it's unlikely that Republicans will hold their ankles en masse if Trump
demands new legislation. Some members of the administration acknowledge the seriousness of the problem. On Sunday, White House economic adviser Kevin Hassett said he expects the unemployment rate to exceed 20 percent, but he wished the policy had bought the White House time so far. But others are inexplicably sanguine. Larry Kudlow, who was
an economist on television before being hired as director of the National Economic Council, soon disloded the need for new spending. He said Friday at the White House that we put all this money in, which is fine. It is worth it. Let's see what happens. As we enter the reopening phase this month, it could leak by June, and we'll look at who decides when,
where, when, and where. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has worked well with Democrats on the early stages of eddying and has few clear ideologies. While he would be a logical champion for more spending, he seemed obsessed with reopening in a Sunday interview on Fox News.Meanwhile, fiscal conservatives led by new White House secretary
Mark Meadows and budget chief Russ Vought reportedly suddenly discovered concerns about the deficit shown by Republicans during Obama's presidency and abandoned it entirely when Trump became president. They returned to the topic at the worst economic and political times. Austerity will only crush the economy further, and if the economy
deteriorates, Trump's re-election will be more difficult. Investigating the situation, Eric Levitz concluded that republicans simply are not cynical enough that there are more important things to do in the Case of the Republican Party than winning elections, and that it is one of them that apparently refuses government support for desperate workers and their
scarce children. That responsibility may be leveled at fiscal conservatives, but their tenets may not change, but Trump's facts are not clear. The President has no particular attachment to desperate workers or scarce children, as he has shown during his lifetime as president. But he also has no attachment to fiscal conservatism, nor will he be cynical. For
Trump, victory isn't everything in Vince Lombardi's case. It is the only thing. Despite the obvious orders that spending should make clear, Democrats are eager to work with him, and all he has to do is sign a huge check - Trump has not missed his re-election chances because he has not committed to the simplest thing he can do to boost the economy. Not
because Trump is confident about November. White House reporters say the president is personally shocked by his falling popularity. His public behavior betrays stress. He tweeted incessantly and comically on Sunday, causing a storm at a press conference yesterday after a consultation and heated exchange with reporters. He began a bizarre bombing by
his predecessor, Barack Obama, as part of an endless search for villains. Trump is also deeply involved in other efforts to increase his chances, including campaigning for the postal vote, and while many experts say it is necessary to protect voter health, he concluded (without much evidence) that Trump would benefit many November.So Democrats in
dealing with the coronavirus. Experts have been warning of a global epidemic for years. The president is obviously overrated in his job. Trump has severely hampered Puerto Rico's response to the most visible natural disaster of Hurricane Maria, predicting it will get worse when faced with a bigger test. His chaotic governance style, his lack of faith It doesn't
get his attention in front of the coronavirus, and it's on vivid display right now. He has never been interested in the actual work of policy. None of this would have come as a surprise to anyone paying attention over the past three years. But through it all, Trump has shown a clear commitment to winning and a keen instinct for what it takes to do so. This did not
make even the semblance of a plan that he found good, bad, or unclear a true mystery. Yesterday, the death toll in the United States crossed 81,000, and Mark Trump previously said he would not touch it. More recently, 100,000 people have been suggested as influential figures. Will the president have a plan for the epidemic by then? Now, he is in no hurry.
Rush.
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